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For:
• Business to business
• Business to employee

Other key features are: 

• Easily Customised
• Mobile responsive
• Delivers training via videos and/or modules
• Offers employee access & self management 
• Measures results
• Allocates incentives
• Rewards performance
• Provides Real time reporting for analysis

What’s the greatest asset in your business? 9 times out of 
10, the correct answer would be “my staff”. 

Well trained and incentivised staff can strongly enhance 
your bottom line. With no two staff members the same, 
the variables can make it hard to manage. Cirrus makes it 
easy. 

Cirrus is the ultimate online training or sales enhancement 
solution. Cirrus tracks staff performance and provides 
incentives rewarded on performance outcomes. Rewards 
can be tailored to your business vision and staff can 
receive a choice of the reward most suited to them. The 
ability to broadcast promotions and critical information to 
staff through one central portal will prove to be invaluable. 
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For:
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• Business to business

Your business success relies on repeat and new customers 
and to secure, manage and retain customer loyalty is 
essential. For that reason it’s vital that you understand and 
reward these customers, but how? 

Cumulus is your secure loyalty platform and allows you to 
do both. It gives you a broad insight into your customer's 
preferences with information based on their specific tastes. 
You can tailor marketing to the individual client, increasing 
value to both them and your bottom line. Cumulus is highly 
scalable, providing solutions that work for small businesses 
or thousands of stores.

Other key features are:

• Works across any device
• Securely hosted in the cloud
• A branded website allowing your customers to check 

their balance and details
Customers can view their points balance and history

• Plastic electronic loyalty cards or mobile app
• Unique integration software for Point of Sale (POS)
• Manage your entire loyalty program through one control 

panel
• Real time reporting to assess the performance of your 

program at any time
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Your service and product offerings are the reason people 
choose your business. Extending your brand experience both 
on and off premise creates awareness, sales and growth. 
Rubio’s Stratus platform achieves this for large business 
through its electronic Gift Card program and 
mygiftcard.co.nz achieves this for small businesses.

Gift cards are rated as a preferred choice for celebrations 
and offer the type of flexibility that people enjoy. Customers 
look for them as a product offering and they add value to 
your business.

The Stratus and mygiftcard.co.nz platforms replace paper 
vouchers with the tech savvy appearance and convenience of 
electronic cards. The expiry date system allows you to 
reclaim the funds sitting in your bank account, offering the 
benefits of accrued interest. 

Other key features are:
• Branded plastic gift cards  
• Software for your Point of Sale (POS) 
• A control panel to manage your entire program in one 

place
• Real time reporting to track performance & liability
• Scalability
• Increased marketing and sales value 

For further information go to mygiftcard.co.nz 
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